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The Fall Of Carthage The
The Roman Republic was a form of government in Rome that lasted from around 509 B.C. to 27 B.C. According to ancient Roman writers, the Roman Republic emerged in 509 B.C., after the last king of Rome ...

Roman Republic: The rise and fall of ancient Rome's government
What Was The Geography Of Carthage? Carthage, which is today Tunisia, was a city Carthage ruled a large portion of the Mediterranean coast, including Northern Africa, Southern Spain, and Sardinia, ...

What Was The Climate Like In Ancient Carthage?
The dance concert, "Nothing Too Small," will be staged at 7:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday, Dec. 10-11, and 3 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 12, in Wartburg Theatre at Carthage ...

Carthage College shows: From Bootcamp Showcase to flute recital
It was the fall of 218 BCE, and nearly all of the pack animals had ... where they were utterly dependent on ships from Carthage for supplies and reinforcements. Due to the failure of the Carthaginian ...

Lessons from the past
The dance concert, "Nothing Too Small," will be staged at 7:30 p.m. Friday and Saturday, Dec. 10-11, and 3 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 12, in Wartburg Theatre at Carthage ...

Dance production at Carthage College
Carthage's Fillip Bulatovic, back, dunks the ball over Wheaton

s Cade Alioth during a College Conference of Illinois and Wisconsin men's basketball game Wednesday night at Tarble Arena. The ...

Men's college basketball: Carthage comes up a point short against fifth-ranked Wheaton in CCIW opener
The Moore County Health Department will hold a flu vaccination clinic for adults Friday from 9:30-11:30 a.m. at the department at 705 Pinehurst Ave., Carthage.

Moore County holding flu vaccine clinic
The consensus among many seems to be that the bounce houses, ice skating rink and inflatable maze set up just south of the Carthage square are a ...

New holiday attraction in Carthage draws praise
Workers are moving toward a milestone in the construction of the new Jasper County courts building in Joplin by getting the building completely enclosed by sometime in December.

Builders working to enclose new courts building in Joplin
Jack Lavin earned a 10-6 decision in his match at 172 pounds as Watertown's wrestling team opened its season with a 39-36 victory over Carthage on Wednesday in a Frontier League "A" Division match, ...

Frontier League roundup: Watertown defeats Carthage in wrestling opener
Taliban fighters have summarily killed or forcibly disappeared more than 100 former police and intelligence officers since taking power in Afghanistan, Human Rights Watch said in a ...

Rights group: Taliban kill, abduct dozens of ex-officers
CARTHAGE, New York (WWNY ... We ve seen an uptick in scams since the fall and certainly with the holiday season upon us, it leaves people vulnerable at the height of the season for scams ...

Beware of scammers posing as National Grid workers
Requirements for membership in the organization include a declared social work major, completion of nine credit hours of required social work courses, a minimum 2.7 GPA in social work courses and an ...

MSSU students inducted into social work honor society
Michael Ducote (138), Tayvon Johnson (145) and Cain Roberts (215) also earned wins by pin for Watertown (1-0), which beat Carthage for the ... each won via fall for the Comets (0-1).

The struggle between Rome and Carthage in the Punic Wars was arguably the greatest and most desperate conflict of antiquity. The forces involved and the casualties suffered by both sides were far greater than in any wars fought before the modern era, while the eventual outcome had far-reaching consequences for the history of the Western World, namely the ascendancy of Rome. An epic of war and battle, this is also
the story of famous generals and leaders: Hannibal, Fabius Maximus, Scipio Africanus, and his grandson Scipio Aemilianus, who would finally bring down the walls of Carthage.
The first full-scale history of Hannibal's Carthage in decades and "a convincing and enthralling narrative." (The Economist ) Drawing on a wealth of new research, archaeologist, historian, and master storyteller Richard Miles resurrects the civilization that ancient Rome struggled so mightily to expunge. This monumental work charts the entirety of Carthage's history, from its origins among the Phoenician settlements of
Lebanon to its apotheosis as a Mediterranean empire whose epic land-and-sea clash with Rome made a legend of Hannibal and shaped the course of Western history. Carthage Must Be Destroyed reintroduces readers to the ancient glory of a lost people and their generations-long struggle against an implacable enemy.
A crisply written, well researched . . . superb piece of scholarship about one of the most dramatic and decisive battles in the ancient world (Journal of Military History). At Zama (in what is now Tunisia) in 202 BC, the armies of two great empires clashed: the Romans under Scipio Africanus and Carthaginians, led by Hannibal. Scipio s forces would win a decisive, bloody victory that forever shifted the balance of power in
the ancient world. Thereafter, Rome became the dominant civilization of the Mediterranean. Here, Brian Todd Carey recounts that battle and the grueling war that led up to it. He offers fascinating insight into the Carthaginian and Roman methods of waging war, their military organizations, equipment, and the tactics the armies employed. He also delivers an in-depth critical assessment of the contrasting qualities and
leadership styles of Hannibal and Scipio, the two most celebrated commanders of their age. With vivid prose and detailed maps of the terrains of the time, Hannibal s Last Battle is an essential text for fans of military history and students of the classical period.

The great struggle for imperial dominance in the ancient world Although this history of Carthage covers events from the earliest days of that state, the text concentrates particularly on the period from 550 BC until the fall of the city after a three year siege to Roman forces under Scipio Aemilianus in the Third Punic War in 146 BC. This period in the Mediterranean ancient world was dominated by the rivalry between
Carthage and Rome which was inevitably moving towards the total destruction of one of the protagonists. Church's book is an excellent history that describes these conflicts in detail from the campaigns of Malchus and the Battle of Alalia through to the struggles in Sicily, Spain, Italy and Africa. Notable battles such as Crimessus, Trasumennus, Cannae, Zama and many others are described together with accounts of the
famous generals of both armies. This Leonaur edition is profusely illustrated with line drawings, maps and plans to support the text. Leonaur editions are newly typeset and are not facsimiles; each title is available in softcover and hardback with dustjacket.
The Death of Carthage tells the story of the Second and third Punic wars that took place between ancient Rome and Carthage in three parts. The first book, Carthage Must Be Destroyed, covering the second Punic war, is told in the first person by Lucius Tullius Varro, a young Roman of equestrian status who is recruited into the Roman cavalry at the beginning of the war in 218 BC. Lucius serves in Spain under the Consul
Publius Cornelius Scipio and his brother, the Proconsul Cneius Cornelius Scipio. Captivus, the second book, is narrated by Lucius's first cousin Enneus, who is recruited to the Roman cavalry under Gaius Flaminius and taken prisoner by Hannibal's general Maharbal after the disastrous Roman defeat at Lake Trasimene in 217 BC. Enneus is transported to Greece and sold as a slave, where he is put to work as a shepherd on a
large estate and establishes his life there. The third and final book, The Death of Carthage, is narrated by Enneus's son, Ectorius. As a rare bilingual, Ectorius becomes a translator and serves in the Roman army during the war and witnesses the total destruction of Carthage in the year 146 BC. This historical saga, full of minute details on day-to-day life in ancient times, depicts two great civilizations on the cusp of influencing
the world for centuries to come.
Investigates the representation of the Carthaginian enemy and the revisionist history of the Punic Wars in Virgil's Aeneid.

This epic retelling of the legendary Carthaginian military leader s assault on the Roman empire begins in Ancient Spain, where Hannibal Barca sets out with tens of thousands of soldiers and 30 elephants. After conquering the Roman city of Saguntum, Hannibal wages his campaign through the outposts of the empire, shrewdly befriending peoples disillusioned by Rome and, with dazzling tactics, outwitting the
opponents who believe the land route he has chosen is impossible. Yet Hannibal s armies must take brutal losses as they pass through the Pyrenees mountains, forge the Rhone river, and make a winter crossing of the Alps before descending to the great tests at Cannae and Rome itself. David Anthony Durham draws a brilliant and complex Hannibal out of the scant historical record‒sharp, sure-footed, as nimble among
rivals as on the battlefield, yet one who misses his family and longs to see his son grow to manhood. Whether portraying the deliberations of a general or the calculations of a common soldier, vast multilayered scenes of battle or moments of introspection when loss seems imminent, Durham brings history alive.
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